Why do they like La Vie Nouvelle ?

To learn more

Since 1947, LVN membership is, an opportunity and a
chance for thousand of present and former members.

The New Life

Give the wish and the means
to transform yourself
and to act
for the transformation
of the world

We discovered in La Vie Nouvelle how others can
be an asset, and how much it was helpful to me,
facing complex or difficult questions, to listen to the
opinions of others even if we do not agree.
Daniel, member for 5 years

Illustrations : droits réservés (S. Boureau, F. Leclercq, M. Henry-Baudot, La Vie Nouvelle) - mars 2008

LVN offers trainings (techniques of
animation, group management),
confidential personal exchanges
without taboo, but it is also field trips in
European countries, everybody can get
something out of it.
Gérard, member for 24 years

The group gathers as a whole
or in small units for convivial
moments (meals, biking trips...)
but also to take actions together
(ex: project to help a student;
project to support the creation
of a fair trade store, project
of community holidays or
discussions around a book...).
Every single group has its own
personality but all of them refer
to common values among
which: listen to and respect
everybody else.
What I like at LVN: at first, it’s a true freedom
Olivier, member for 3 years
and open-mindedness. The will not to stick to
the words, a place which allows one to step
back from one’s everyday life, with its share of
worries or preoccupations, urgent or not. It also
enables one to remain in the reality of the life in
all its aspects, to find one’s own place in it and to
truely commit oneself.
Samuel, member for 8 years

La Vie Nouvelle

Visit our web site (in french) :

http://www.lvn.asso.fr

Federal office
21, rue des malmaisons - 75013 Paris
Tél. : + 33 1 55 35 36 46 - siege@lvn.asso.fr

How ?

La Vie Nouvelle offers an original operating model
combining:
Small teams of 7 or 8 persons who meet regularly to
share expériences, reflexions, doubts and convictions on
a chosen theme;



Who’s concerned ?
The Movment is open to everyone.

La Vie Nouvelle is an independant movment,
pluralistic, free of any politic organisation,
labor union or church

  Opened transverse workshops, to go further into
particular theme;
 week-ends and national training.

On what topics ?

Members of La Vie Nouvelle are concerned by all
aspects of life (work, relations, family, ways of
consumption, health, culture, politics, spirituality).
This global approach of the person allows to base on
a personal transformation the commitments and the
responsibilities of each in the society.
In the exchanges everybody’s learning from the others,
with the aim to reach
 a real listening, without any priori, without any
judgement
 a free, sincere and personal word

La Vie Nouvelle is a non gouvernemental
organisation. There are 40 local groups in cities in
France, Belgium and Luxembourg.
Reflexion and commitments for LVN are based on
3 axes: philosophy of the person, spirituality,
politics.
They are inseparable to report the global nature
of the person.
The charter of LVN defines references and goals of
our actions.
Training is the heart of LVN’s actions and is turned
toward the understanding of the current world, facing
up one’s responsibility and personal development.
Public meetings (to debate and share) are organised
with our partners : meetings with a defined theme,
field trips, symposiums...
A magazine, Citoyens
(Citizens), a website and
occasional publications
are materials to transcribe
debates and diffuse
informations on the movment.
All of them recount our
collective positions, the works
from our groups or sectors as
well as our partnerships.
Every member participates in the funding of the
movement according to his incomes.

